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 ACROSS 

 2  Not only does an active collaboration exist between 
 unregenerate social architects and fallen angels, but  
 politicians in particular are vulnerable to "principalities  
 and _____" in Ephesians 6:12 

 5  The origins of this phenomenon began in the distant 
 past when a "fire in the minds" of angels caused  
 _______ to exalt himself above the good of God's  
 Creation as found in Isaiah 14:12 

 8  Psalm 41 begins with this word and ends with this 
 word 

 9  International affairs, foreign and domestic politics and 
 taxpayer funded investment economics are being  
 largely decided by a privileged cadre of families who  
 are dedicated to a New World Order and One world  
 __________ 

 11  We never see a U haul at a cemetery service and 1st 
 Timothy 6:7 tells us "for we brought nothing into this  
 world and it is _______ we can carry nothing out" 

 13  The CFR (Council on Foreign _________), the 
 Trilateral Commission, Bohemians, Masons, The  
 Bildergergers and other Illuminatus subgroups, are  
 largely unknown powers working behind public affairs 

 14  they're not talking about B.F.Goodrich or whitewalls, 
 in Ezekiel 24:23 rather, they mean #6287 as Strong's  
 Concordance explains, they are an embellishment, a  
 fancy head dress 

 DOWN 

 1  They control the government, the media, many 
 corporations, and both political parties, we call them  
 the 

 3  the 2nd book of Chronicles opens with God telling us 
 that He magnified Solomon THIS way 

 4  Daniel 9:5 shows and tells the four things we all have 
 done and will do and ends with this word 

 6  ______ shall rise against ______ Matthew 24:7, the 
 Greek word for ______ is ethos which means race or  
 tribe, where we get the word ethnic 

 7  How is it that eight years after _____ promised a post- 
 racial America and fifty-two years after the civil rights  
 act was passed, Americans are more divided by race  
 than ever before? 

 10  His fall spawned similar lust between his followers 
 which continues today among human agents of dark  
 power who guard privileged "cause and effect"   
 relationship between diabolical forces and the  
 opportunity for lordship over societies, he is found in  
 Revelation 20:2 

 12  Such persons described in Ephesians 6:12 are part of 
 an "Occult Hierarchy" that rules the world and directs  
 the course of human events, the movement is led by  
 powerful men who reject Christianity, embrace the  
 "dark side" and are dedicated to the formation of a  
 world government and a world religion and reside in  
 ____ places 


